Decorative Window Film Replaces Stained Glass.
An innovative line of decorative window
films by Wallpaper For Windows is a
beautiful alternative to expensive stained
glass windows and glass doors.
Although it looks expensive, this adhesivefree film is a very affordable way to give
ordinary windows and glass doors the look of
decorative glass. "Using Wallpaper for
Windows people can deco- rate windows and
glass doors to complement a home's décor
and enhance privacy if desired," said Renee
Combs, Sales director at EtchArt. "A Wallpaper for Windows treatment can dress a
glass surface in minutes, transforming plain glass
into a decorative focus."
Additionally, the decorative window film reduces
glare, softens harsh sunlight, and filters harmfull UV rays that contribute to fading of drapes,
carpets and furniture.
The 8-mil thick vinyl film provides an insulating
layer to save energy. "The versatility of Wallpaper
for Windows makes it the perfect design solution
for today's non-traditional windows," said
Combs. "Everything from arched and transom
windows to sidelights, French and storm doors,
to tub windows and mirrors can be enhanced
with the look and feel of decorative glass."
Wallpaper For Windows!™ is an easy do-ityourself product that any homeowner or renter can
apply in minutes. The film is trimmed to size with
scissors or utility knife by drawing the desired size
or shapes on the backing paper and trimming. To
apply, first wet glass with water; next remove film
from backingpaper and position on wet glass.
Using the included squeegee to remove excess
water and air completes the application.
Wallpaper For Windows is warranted against
yellowing or fading for 3 years. Regardless of how
many years it is enjoyed, eventually it will be time
to redecorate and remove the film from the glass.
It is even easier to remove this adhesive-free film
than it was to apply, simply pull back a corner of
the film and peel away from the glass.
Suggested retails of this miracle film range from $19.95 to $85 depending on the size
of the window or glass door. To see all the available designs and information visit
www.wallpaperforwindows.com.

Follow us on Twitter!
Join Our Google + Circle!
Become a member of our circle and get advice,
ideas and design news that you can use.

Connect with us on Facebook!

Our Facebook fans receive special offers, how-to
ideas, and lots of other fun stuff!
We would love to see pictures of how you used
Wallpaper For Windows and know how many years
you have been enjoying it so please post your
photos.
Some of our fans have already surprised us with
their creative uses of Wallpaper For Windows and
saved hundreds with our Facebook exclusive
coupons.

Be a part of the daily conversation.
Follow us on Twitter and keep on top of the very
latest news, as well as how-to ideas and
contests. Plus, be eligible for twitter exclusive
coupons.

Follow us on Pinterest!
Wallpapers For Windows is now on Pinterest and
we bet lots of your are, too. Follow us and we'll
follow you back. We'd love to see what you're
pinning.

